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Many people think of Pittsburgh’s Three Rivers Arts Festival as a hub for visual artists 
and musicians. But dance has also played an integral part of the event for many years. 
This year, local choreographer, Alexandra Bodnarchuk, created a unique performing 
experience that drew a crowd of excited patrons who otherwise may not have seen live 
dance.

And that was just Bodnarchuk’s hope. Dance! From the Inside Out was a collaborative 
project that included ballerinas, contemporary dancers, and hip-hop artists. The goal of 
the work was to “make dance accessible to a diverse audience...” Mixing genres was 
the perfect way to draw in a larger crowd.

The dance took place near Giant Eagle’s Creativity Zone, a section where kids could 
enjoy various artistic activities. In addition to Bodnarchuk’s dance performance, she also 
had a booth where children (and adults) could experiment with GoPro cameras. Part of 
the larger project included a video collaboration with David Cherry; the dancers wore 
cameras during rehearsals and will use the footage, plus the festival patrons’ footage, 
for a YouTube video.

Upbeat music by Slippery Rock musician, Andy Hasenpflug, got the attention of 
passersby right away. The dancers entered their space with high energy, each showing 
off their specific skills. Immediately, we saw a balletic jeté, a deep plié characteristic of 
contemporary, and a hip-hop-based pop and lock. 

During their short amount of preparation time, the dancers learned each other’s 
techniques well, and Bodnarchuk blended them smartly. At one point, they grooved to 
the music b-boy style, then performed lifts prevalent in classical and contemporary 
forms. In the audience, several kids bounced along, while parents stood behind them, 
clapping their hands to the beat.

The dancers sometimes split off and swapped genres. Patty Petronello, a freelance 
modern dancer, and Christina Sahaida of Texture Ballet tried their hands (literally) at 
breaking, athletic and low to the ground. At the same time, Bodnarchuk pirouetted and 
leaped with classical turn-out. 

Then, they would return to their individual talents. Joseph Llaneza of The Get Down 
Gang performed a solo that ended when he hopped from his hands to his feet in one 
clean motion. Andrea Kozai of Texture Ballet extended her leg in a high arabesque 
before partnering off with Charlie Okonkwo, also from The Get Down Gang.

All six of them came together in a straightforward walking pattern reminiscent of social 
dance. In one moment, they swayed their hips in the vein of Latin salsa. As a group, 
they shimmied their shoulders, cartwheeled in and out of the concrete, and partnered 



with relative ease. The ending became a flash mob of sorts, where audience members 
joined the performers in a simple phrase that proved anyone can dance. 

With uncomplicated movement choices, Bodnarchuk incorporated each style in a 
cohesive way that highlighted the performers. The piece lifted the energy of the festival 
and provided a nice introduction to three different genres of dance. There was a sense 
of joy that emanated from the performers, contagious to the crowd. A good time was has 
by all. 

Don’t miss the full YouTube video with GoPro footage of the dance. Look for it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrG3O82M8cgBij8TNJDryFQ.


